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Abstract 
The use of bio-based materials in construction is significantly improving. One of the bio-based materials is hemp 
concrete which is a composite obtained by mixing a binder and the non-fibrous part of hemp, called shiv. This specific 
hemp concrete developed by Vicat is made with Prompt Natural Cement (PNC) as binder. In situ hygro-thermal 
performance assessment of this material was performed in this paper. For this both simulation and experimental 
measurements are conducted in parallel. In the experimental study two PASSYS test facilities are used. They are 
parallelepiped test cells around 30 m3 volume each. One test wall is built with the interesting façade while the five 
other walls are highly insulated and are non-tested walls. Test walls are subject to weather solicitations outside and 
hydrothermal regulation inside. The two test cells are next to each other, and the hempcrete wall is south oriented. The 
only difference between cells is the external coating in order to analyze the coating effect on moisture transfer: one 
cell is supplied with traditional hemp lime render and the other one with cement based render. In parallel, 2D numerical 
simulation of hygrothermal behavior of the wall was carried out using a coupled heat and moisture transport model 
with boundary condition from the monitored data (outside weather conditions and inside regulation). Results show a 
good agreement between measured and simulated data. 
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1. Introduction
The environmental impact of construction sector is increasing thus to satisfy the sustainable development criteria,
new constructions need to recycling existing building construction materials or to use bio based materials which have 
low environmental impact. In this context the hygrothermal behavior of a real sized hemp concrete wall is studied in 
this paper. Hemp based structural materials are more and more often used all over the world, especially in France, 
Great Britain or China, countries which have a long tradition of hemp cultivation. Since the eighties different research 
have been done on the hemp concrete. Now experimental and numerical studies are available from material scale 
studies [1, 2] to building scale analysis [3, 4]. Usually wall sized structure use a lime-hemp mixture. Here a blending 
of Prompt Natural Cement (PNC) and the non-fibrous part of hemp, called shiv, was used and studied walls were 
exposed to weather conditions on the outside and controlled conditions on the inside [5]. 
2. Experimental study
2.1. Experimental set-up 
The PASSYS test cells were presented previously in [5]. They were originally designed to test passive solar 
components under real weather conditions [6]. Two of them, both located at CEA INES experiment platform in Le 
Bourget du Lac, south-eastern France, were used in the present experiment. They are 8.44m long, 3.61m wide and 
3.8m high. The cells are made of a metallic frame insulated by 48 cm of polystyrene and mineral wool to have 5 highly 
insulated (U=0.09W/m².K), water and vapor proof walls. The 6th face is reserved for 3.6*3.3 m²  sized testing façade 
here facing the South. Each cell is placed on a raised support which allows free air circulation around all sides and has 
a system to control indoor temperature and an independent system to control relative humidity. Indoor moisture 
generation is not limited in mass, generated quantities are recorded by a data logger connected to a balance on which 
an ultra-son moisture generator is placed. 
Fig. 1. Experimental setup showing wall structure under construction (PIB and heat bridge breaking insulation, coating to be installed) 
The studied wall was built in precast hemp concrete blocks (patented Precast Interlocking Blocks (PIB) system), 
made with Prompt Natural Cement, see Fig. 1 with a concrete column (latter represents usual frame structure). Heat 
bridge breaking insulation was applied around the whole structure (see Fig.1) while the outside coating covers all 
elements of the structure. The sensors position in the wall structure is presented in Fig.2. A vertical and two horizontal 
gradients, in depth and in width of the wall, are measured. Two kind of recorded data are reported here, temperature 
and relative humidity (RH), heat flux measurements are not involved in this paper. To measure RH, a capacitive sensor 
was used, which was protected by a manually added device in order to avoid the chemical attack of concrete on 
sensible element of the sensor head and the direct contact with liquid water. This method implies that we adopted the 
hypothesis that the sensor and its environment are in moisture equilibrium, thus recorded data is measured in air but 
considered in material. No weight measurement of moisture content is involved in this paper.  
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Fig. 2. Experimental setup with sensor position in the façade. 
2.2. Experimental results 
3D behavior of the studied wall was analyzed. Measured data is presented in two section of the façade: concrete 
post zone and hempcrete blocks zone (see Fig.2.) for a one year long period. In Fig. 3. temperature profiles in both 
vertical sections are presented in both test cells (P3= PASSYS 3, covered with an industrial coating supplied by VPI 
(Vicat Produits Industriels) on the outside and P4= PASSYS 4 covered with traditional lime-based coating on the 
outside). The data recording time step was one minute. On each part of the figure three heights are represented, bottom, 
middle and top of the wall as it was seen in Fig. 2. Upper part shows the evolution of the temperature in the room air 
and under interior coating. These graphics puts in evidence that between indoor air and under inside coating only a 
small difference is perceived. Concerning vertical gradient, the discrepancies between the 3 heights are not significant, 
gap does not exceed 1°C. And it is valid for both test cells (P3 and P4). Recorded data in the concrete post has, as 
expected, less variation. The curve is less perturbed by the rapid fluctuation of outdoor conditions. Nevertheless a 
slow seasonal variation is observable, as during winter period the concrete column temperature is lower than during 
the summer period, independently from indoor conditions. Outdoor temperature variation affects the measured data 
under outside coating independently from the presence or not of the concrete post behind as recorded data has the 
same variation in both presented sections. Initial conditions are the same at the three different heights. This similarity 
was kept during the one year measurement period. It suggests that the homogeneity boundary condition, that we 
supposed to be valid in the whole wall, is satisfied for temperature considerations.  
The same kind of presentation is following for relative humidity measurements. For a better understanding, one 
average data per day is printed in the figure. Fig. 4. presents the two above mentioned vertical sections with always 
the three different horizontal cuts (see Fig.2.). The impact of initial boundary conditions is clearly seen in this figure. 
The intrinsic moisture content of hemp concrete influences the measured data during a period which lasts several 
months. The highest values were measured at the bottom of the wall while the lowest values were measured at the 
middle. The top section values are between the bottom and middle values. One probable reason is the involuntary rain 
water leakage of the wall from outside during rainy periods. It could come from the experimental installation as the 
lower part of the wall was not protected against this kind of water infiltration. This effect was not measured separately 
and remains a suggestion. Another reason could be due to different initial moisture content, but after several month 
this effect was faded, and moisture content varied in function of boundary conditions rather than in function of initial 
conditions. The different sensors (at different heights) converge to the same value in time which confirm the 
homogenous wall hypothesis which may be applied after an initial period only. This question was also studied 
numerically in the PASSYS 3 test cell and presented later on. 
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Fig. 3. Measured temperature in the wall: hemp concrete block and concrete post vertical sections. 
Fig. 4. Measured relative humidity in the wall: hemp concrete block and concrete post vertical sections. 
A huge difference, up to 30% of RH, between the two test cells was observed. It is partly due to different initial 
moisture content and partly due to different outside coating even if both walls were oriented to South and they had 
received the same weather conditions. A parallel analysis showed that the traditional lime-based coating was more 
water permeable than the industrial coating, thus outside moisture is more absorbed by the coating of P4 than the 
coating of P3. The detailed analysis of the coatings is not the object of this paper. The 3D analysis shows that after 
the initializing period the differences between the 3 studied heights stay under 10%. This is corroborated by the center 
graphs of Fig.4. Once the initial conditions are no more important (several month in our case), the spatial moisture 
distribution in each studied wall can be considered as homogenous, except around the concrete post which has a slower 
drying kinetic as it is shown on the right side center graph of Fig.4. In general the presence of a slow drying process 
in the core of both walls is observed without reference to concrete block or column. In Fig. 4. during the December 
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and January period, under the outside coating, RH values stayed around 100% in P4 while in P3 RH values progressed 
more in correlation to the rest of the wall than to the outside conditions. This important difference is induced by the 
outside coatings as it was mentioned above.  
3. Numerical study
The phenomena considered here are conduction and storage of heat, vapour diffusion, liquid flow and storage of
moisture. [7] developed the following original model where the driving potentials are temperature (T) and relative 
humidity (RH). Both depend on space coordinates and time (t). 
3.1. Model description 
The set of equation which describes the behavior of hemp concrete is the following: 































The material properties are the thermal conductivity (Ȝ),  the vapor permeability of air (ߜ௩) and a liquid water 
permeability (Dw), water vapor diffusion resistance (µ) and ሺ ௪ܲ௦ሻ is saturated vapor pressure. Those parameters can 
vary with the moisture content (w) of the material. H is the enthalpy. The vapor flux is responsible for an additional 
energy flux, due to the latent heat flux hv. Those equations are therefore strongly coupled. The different parameters of 
the models are taken from data found in the literature for part of them or set to fit experimental measurements for the 
other part. 
We used this model (in the software Wufi®), to reproduce our experiments and determine several material 
properties, in particular those of hempcrete and of the exterior coating (basic material properties were measured by an 
independent laboratory). We focused on the part of the wall without the concrete column. As it was showed by the 
measurements above, 1D moisture transfer hypothesis could be adapted (see Fig.5.) 
Fig. 5. Use of measured data for numerical simulation. 
3.2. Measurements versus simulation 
The same data set was used for this comparison. The long period of measured data let us estimate the impact of 3D 
data on numerical simulation quality by computing separately the different heights. In order to fit the best experimental 
curves, numerical simulations initial boundary conditions are equal to measured data at studied three heights, under 
coating, as presented in Fig.2. and Fig.5. Due to initial differences between measured data at different levels in the 
Measure/simulation 
comparison point 
Measured data used as 
boundary condition in the 
simulation 
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wall, numerical model reproduce this differences until a few months period (Fig. 6). At the end of the studied period 
the three heights converged to one value in the simulation but in the experimentation this convergence was remarked 
only between middle and bottom sections. The top position values stayed below the values of the two other positions. 
Fig. 6. Relative humidity in the wall: experimental versus numerical results at three different heights in the wall (PASSYS 3 cell). 
From approximatively beginning of March, numerical and experimental results start to diverge, which translate a 
drying process in numerical simulation which is not noticed in the experimental measurement. From the beginning of 
April, a new more humid period starts, and all moisture concentration, measured and calculated, increase. As bottom 
and middle positions have moisture contents above moisture content of top position, supplementary information, such 
as rain water should be taken into account to be able to follow evolution of relative humidity. Thus outside air relative 
humidity measurements should be completed by liquid water (rain) measurements. Daily RH fluctuations are not 
reproduced by the simulation at this stage. Further investigation is necessary on this point. 
4. Conclusions and perspectives
An experimental campaign testing hempcrete with natural prompt cement facades has been set up on two PASSYS
test cells. The facilities allow to control indoor conditions and tested walls are exposed to real weather on the outside. 
In parallel, a 1D coupled heat and moisture transport model has been used. Main findings and perspectives of this 
paper are the follows: 
• Experimental and also numerical data showed that hypothesis of homogenous hemp concrete wall is
justified if wall contains only block elements but further considerations to take into account concrete post
are necessary in numerical simulations if a complete wall structure should be modelled.
• Initial conditions of the wall are remaining remarkable for long time. In our case for a 6 months period.
• The reproducibility of the measured results by the simulation was showed nevertheless further
improvement of the numerical model is required starting by the better material characterization and by
taking into consideration the phase change of water in the wall as it was suggested by [8].
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